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Abstract 
This paper proves that the injective object Iv, in the category F of fnnctors between ifz-vector 
spaces is Artinian. This is the first non-trivial case to be established of the Artinian conjecture 
due to Kuhn, Lannes and Schwartz. The method of proof exploits the polynomial filtration of 
the difference functor A : F + 2F and the study of co-Weyl objects in the category 5 @ 1998 
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1. Introduction 
Let 9 denote the category of hmctors &f + 8, where 6 is the category of lFz-vector 
spaces and &‘f is the full sub-category of finite-dimensional spaces; henceforth, [F2 will 
be written simply as F. The category F is the subject of much study [5, 7-9, 161; it 
is abelian and has enough injectives; the injective object IV, for V E &f, is defined 
by the co-representing property: Horn,-(F,Zr) E DF( V). Here, D : p + Fop is the 
duality ftmctor, which generalizes transpose duality in representation theory: DF( V) := 
F(V*)*, where the * denotes the vector space dual. The functor Z := Zr is given 
explicitly by Z(V) = [F ‘*; it admits a natural product Z ~3 Z + I. In addition, there is 
an isomorphism ZF~ % I w for any natural number n. 
An object F E L@- is finite if it has a finite composition series; it is analytic if it is 
the colimit of its finite sub-objects. The functors IV are analytic; moreover, the structure 
of I is easy to describe; it admits a complete direct sum decomposition I = IF cs f, 
where F denotes the constant fimctor and 7 is uniserial, with nth Loewy layer A”, the 
nth exterior power fimctor. Throughout this paper, P,, := sot, I and p,, := sot, 7; thus 
P, ” (F @P,. 
’ With an Appendix by Lionel Schwartz, Universitt de Paris-Nord, Villetaneuse, France 
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This paper is concerned with the Artininan conjecture due to Lionel Schwartz in 
conjunction with Jean Lannes and Nick Kuhn. An object F E 9 is said to be Artiniun 
if every descending sequence of sub-objects of F stabilizes. The conjecture states: 
The Artinian conjecture. The functors IV are Artinian. 
A number of equivalent statements are given in [8]; in particular, the Artinian con- 
jecture is equivalent to the assertion that every analytic mnctor with finite socle admits 
an injective resolution J’, in which each injective Jk is a finite direct sum of inde- 
composable injectives. This can be regarded as a statement about the calculation of 
Ext groups in the category 97 The calculation of these groups is equivalent to the 
calculation of MacLane cohomology with coefficients in appropriate bi-functors (see 
[6, 21) and is therefore of interest. 
The discussion above shows immediately that the functor I is Artinian; however, to 
date, this was the only case known over the field ffz. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove that the functor LB2 is Artinian; the techniques used have been generalized by 
the author [14], although no further case is known at present. 
1.1. Decomposing I@’ 
The proof of the conjecture in this case follows by reducing the problem to showing 
that certain (well-known) smaller fnnctors are Artinian. This approach can be taken 
for the general case, as is explained in [14]. The methods used in this article have the 
advantage of being elementary, relying on certain well-known details concerning the 
decomposition of I@‘*. 
The co-representing property of Iv and Yoneda’s lemma show that End,F(ZB2) ” 
(F[&], where M2 Z End ( [F2); thus, [F[GL2] is a sub-ring of End,F(l@*), where CL2 c A& 
is the group of automorphisms. The work of Harris and Kuhn [4] gives the complete 
splitting of I @2 into indecomposable summands: 
This needs some explanation; firstly, the brackets indicate the incomplete splitting which 
is obtained by using idempotents in [F[GLz]. In particular, L(2) $7 2 eZB2, where e E 
[F[GLz] denotes the Steinberg idempotent. The functor 1~1 is the injective envelope of 
the simple functor A2 and L(2) is the injective envelope of the simple functor which 
is denoted by Fcz,~). The latter is characterized uniquely by the properties FQ,~)([F) = 0 
and F(2,1,(E2) = IF2, the natural representation of GL2. (The functor FQ~) occurs as a 
direct summand in A2 ~3 A’, which decomposes as FC2,1) @ n3, where the splitting of 
the factor A3 is given by the coproduct A3 --+ A2 @A’ and the product A2 g/1’ + n3). 
The only details which are required regarding these functors are that HomF(L(2),Z)= 
0 and HomF(L(2),1(2)) = 0. The first follows since dim Horn,,-(L(2),T) = dim Horn,- x 
(7,L(2)), by [8], which is the number of composition factors of F(2,t) in 7 (which is 
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zero). The second is related to the fact that the Steinberg module of [F[GL2] is projec- 
tive and simple. 
Recall that GL2 E 93 2 C3 ><I C,, where Y, denotes the symmetric group on n 
letters and C, the cyclic group on n letters. In the above splitting, ([F@&,) ” (LB*)“, 
the invariants under the Cs-action. An inclusion Y2 = Cz -+ GL2 induces an action of 
>/z on IB2 (for example, one may take the action transposing the tensor factors). This 
restricts to a natud action on [F @ Z(2). For any choice of the Yz-action, the direct 
sum decomposition may be chosen so that _Y2 transposes the direct factors (L(2) @? 7) 
and is the natural action on (E $ L(2)). 
The above decomposition shows that iB2 ” L(2)@2 8 IQ); the action of .Y, trans- 
posing the tensor factors may be taken to transpose the direct summands of L(2) and 
restricts to the natural action of ,Y2 on 1,~). 
Notation 1.1. Let D(2) denote the GLz-invariants (ZCd2)GL2; this notation is chosen due 
to a direct connection with the Dickson invariants. 
Now, consider the second tensor power T2 S (A’)@*; write S2 := (T2).v2 for the 
invariants under the action of Y2 which transposes the tensor factors. There are two 
well-known short exact sequences: S2 + T2 + A2 and A* + S2 ---f A’; in fact, T2 is 
uniserial, with socle series A2,/1’,A2. The map T2 4 A* factorizes the Yz-norm map 
N(.Y2) : T2 + T2, xcay~x@y+y9x. 
These functors may all be pre-composed with 1, since T(V) is always finite dimen- 
sional. Namely, for F E 9, F(?)(W) = F(r(W)). The pre-composition is an exact 
functor, so this yields short exact sequences of functors: 
k(i) + S*(i) + i, 
&(i) i T% k(i). 
The study of the .Y2 action on i@* shows immediately that 
S*(7) = (P2)‘J = L(2) @ @(2)/Q, 
because (L(2) @ E)“2 identifies with D(2), since 42) @ [F = (/@2)c3. 
Now, Hom,s(L(2),f) = 0, so that the surjection Sz(?) + 7 identifies with a surjec- 
tion (0(2)/E) + 7, which is uniquely determined, since Hom.,(?‘*,?) = [F. 
Notation 1.2. Write o(2) for the kernel of D(2)/[F --++ 7. 
Remark 1.3. The functor o(2) is not injective; however, the following characterization 
is useful. Suppose that F E 9 admits a unique non-trivial map F + 1~2); this is 
equivalent to stating that F has a unique composition factor of A2. Then, this map 
factors through the inclusion D(2),+ Q 1~2). If, further, F has no composition factor 
of A’, this map factors through n(2). 
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The previous discussion proves the following result: 
Proposition 1.4. (1) The jimctor A2(i) is the image of the Y2-norm map N(Y2) : 
-C32 
I 
-@7 
(2$(f) ” L(2) CB D(2). 
(3) D(2)(F2) E A2(52) as &-modules. 
(4) L(~)(E~) E Fc2,1,(F2) as A42-modules. 
1.2. The main results 
This paper establishes the veracity of the Artinian conjecture at the prime two for 
the functor I @I. Namely 
Theorem 1. The functor I@’ is Artinian. 
This is approached by showing that the functors D(2) and L(2) are both Artinian, 
which is sufficient by the remarks above. However, the result which is proved is actually 
stronger and involves a natural filtration of the full sub-category of Artinian functors 
which has been considered by Nick Kuhn and Lionel Schwartz. The terminology below 
is due to Nick Kuhn. 
A fimctor is said to be simple of Artinian-type zero if it is a simple iitnctor and 
to be Artinian of type zero if it is finite. Thereafter, the following inductive definition 
is used: a functor F is simple Artinian of type n if every proper sub-object of F has 
Artinian type strictly less than n and F is said to be Artinian of type n if it admits a 
finite filtration of which the sub-quotients are simple Artinian of type 5 n. 
The methods of this paper prove: 
Theorem 2. (1) The functors n(2) and L(2) are simple Artinian of type 2. 
(2) The functor I@* is Artinian of type 2. 
The paper starts from filtrations F,D(2) (respectively F&(2)) of o(2) (resp. L(2)) 
which are induced by the filtration I @ P,, of I@‘, where P, c I is the polynomial 
filtration of the functor I. The work of Piriou [ 1 l] (which the author has re-worked in 
[15], using the methods of this paper) shows that the functors F,D(2) and F&2) are 
Artinian of type one. 
Theorem 2 is proved by showing that every proper sub-functor of o(2) (respectively 
L(2)) is contained in some F,D(2) (resp. F&2)). To do this, heavy use is made of an 
endofunctor V : 9 + 9; this is defined as a sub-quotient of the polynomial filtration 
of Lannes’ T-functor, introduced by the author in [ 131. Theorem 4.1 is the crucial result; 
it shows that the proper sub-objects of o(2) and L(2) are nilpotent under the action of 
V. Then, Proposition 7.5 shows that a V-nilpotent sub-functor of o(2) (respectively 
L(2)) is contained in some F,D(2) (resp. F&2)), completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
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It should be remarked that Theorem 4.1 holds in a more general context (as is shown 
in [ 141) whereas the methods used in the proof of Proposition 7.5 rely heavily on 
Proposition 7.4 and the results of Section 6. These results also rely upon Theorem A. 1; 
none of these results have yet been generalized. 
The proofs in this paper concentrate largely upon the details of the proof that o(2) 
is Artinian; the details for L(2) are frequently clear from the case of D(2). 
Remark 1.5. There is an alternative approach to Theorem 4.1 (or, rather, a related 
result) which is due to Lionel Schwartz and which works within the category of un- 
stable modules over the Steenrod algebra. No usage is made of the functor V or the 
T-functor; instead, the classical ‘linear independence of characters’ for algebra maps 
is employed2 This idea predates the work of this paper and seems to have been the 
earliest evidence for the importance of considering the functor D(2). 
2. The functor V 
The category 9 admits an endo-functor 1 : 9 + 3, which is defined by jF( V) := 
F( V EI [F). It is sometimes useful to study the quotient of this ftmctor AF := jF/F, 
where F -+ dF is the canonical inclusion, induced by V of V CB [F. The functor 2 
admits a natural filtration (the polynomial filtration) by sub-functors [pkA], so that 
[PO]] = Id and [pkd”]F ~[pk+lA]F, for all F and k. These functors are described 
below. 
If F E 9, there is an induced bi-fimctor p : &, x 8, --j 6, which is defined by 
P(V,w)=F(V~W).Now,letT,:~(V,W)~~(V,/,~”+’)bethemap: 
c (-l)“+‘+F(V,Cik), 
sc{I....,,I+I} s 
where il; : W + Wenil is the inclusion of the kth summand. 
Definition 2.1. [p,j]F( V) := Ker {m( V, F) : P( V, E) ---t P( V, 1F@+‘)}. 
The experts will realize that, for fixed V, the functor (of W) Ker r,,( V, W) is the 
largest sub-ftmctor of W H F( V CB W) which has polynomial degree n. 
An alternative description of the polynomial filtration of 2 is available; the functor 2 
is known to be right adjoint to the functor - @DI. (Here, DZ is the standard projective 
object in F which is dual to I.) The functors [p,i] may be shown to be right adjoint 
to - @Z DP,, for n 2 0. This relies on comparing the various notations of polynomial 
filtration which are involved. 
Since the functors [p,A] are right adjoints, they are necessarily left exact. This 
explains the basic properties which are required for this note. The following notation 
is adopted for the purposes of this paper: 
? A sketch of this result appeared as an appendix to an earlier preprint version of this paper at Paris-Nord. 
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Notation 2.2. (1) V := [p2&[pIj]. 
(2) t7 := &[p,d”]. 
The main properties of these functors are summarized as: 
Proposition 2.3 (Powell [ 131). (1) The functor v : 9 4 9 preserves injections, 
surjections and direct sum decompositions. 
(2) The jiinctor V preserves injections. 
The behaviour of the fimctor V on the functors Iv and morphisms between such 
functors is given by: 
Proposition 2.4 (Powell [ 131). (1) VIv ” n2( V) @ Iv as un End( V)-module. 
(2) If f E hom( V, W) induces the map [f] : IV + ZW, then Of : A2( V) @ IV + 
A2( W) @ 1~ identz$es with A2(f) @ [f]. 
(3) Zf f E IF[GL2] induces [f] : P2 + IB2, then V[f] identijies with [f]. 
Remark 2.5. It should be noted that the module structure given in the first part of 
the proposition and the statement of the third part both follow as special cases of the 
second statement. 
Proposition 2.6. If F is a sub-quotient of IB2, then VF = QF. 
Proof. The assertion of the proposition is equivalent to the statement that [p21]F = 
d”F. Writing V := $[p22], it is equivalent to show that QF = 0, if F is a sub- 
quotient of I@‘. A generalization of Proposition 2.3 shows that V preserves injections 
and surjections, whereas a generalization of Proposition 2.4 shows that QIB2 = 0. This 
proves the result. 0 
Remark 2.7. This result is used without further comment throughout this paper, allow- 
ing one to use either the functor V or V’, depending upon which is more convenient. 
3. The calculation of VD(2), VL(2) 
In Section 1, the Y2-norm map 7” + A2(T) was studied. This consideration gen- 
eralizes without problem to study the same map on Z@‘. This gives a commutative 
diagram: 
A \ 
L(2) @7+-- n*(I) - D(2). 
Here, the map e factorizes the Steinberg idempotent e E [F[G&] and N factorizes the 
GLz-norm map, represented by the element CsCGLI y E [F[G&]. (The action of an 
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element of the group ring is induced by the inclusion of rings lF[GLz] q End,-(ZB2).) 
This allows the calculation of V on the functors L(2),0(2), using the properties of V 
given in Section 2. In particular, one uses the fact that VI = 0, which is implied by 
Proposition 2.4. 
Proposition 3.1. (1) V(L(2) C3 7) = L(2) CE 7. 
(2) VL(2) = L(2) @I. 
(3) VD(2) = D(2). 
Remark 3.2. It is also possible to show that VD(2) = D(2). 
These results may be refined to the study of the following 
Notation 3.3. For n 2 1, put: 
(1) F,D(2) := Image (Z @ P, + D(2)). 
(2) F,(L(2) @I) := Image (I @P, + L(2) @ 7). 
For IZ = 0, one takes F,$(2) = 0 = Fs(L(2) @ 7). 
filtrations of L(2),0(2). 
For n > 1, it is clear that 7 is a sub-hmctor of F,(L(2) @ ?), hence appears as a 
direct summand. Thus, F,(L(2)@7) = ?@F,,L(2) defines a filtration F,L(2) of L(2). 
It is not difficult to show that V(Z @ P,,) = I @J P,_l if n > 1, whereas VI = 0. 
The arguments of Proposition 3.1 may then be extended, allowing for the proof of the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 3.4. (1) VF,D(2) = F,_1D(2). 
(2) VF,(L(2) CD 7) = F,-I(L(2) CI? I>. 
(3) VFJ(2) = F,_,(L(2) CE 7) = F,_,L(2) CB I. 
4. Theorem on the sub-functors of D(2) and L(2) 
Proposition 3.1 shows that the functors VkL(2) and Vko(2) are never zero. This 
makes the following result striking: 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that F is a proper sub-functor of o(2) (respectively L(2)); 
then there exists an integer n > 0 such that V”F = 0. 
Proof (For the case o(2)). Suppose that F q o(2) is a proper sub-functor; there 
exists a map C#I : o(2) + ZW, for some W of finite dimension, so that 4 is non-trivial 
and F c Ker $. By the injectivity of Zw, 4 extends to a map 4 : Iv2 + Zw, where V2 is 
a vector space of dimension two. By the definition of the injectives, Horn,~(Z~~,Z~) g 
iF[hom([F2, W)]. Now, using Proposition 1.4(3) the restriction of any map C#J : Zvz t Zcl, 
to D(2) is equal to 
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where pi : F2 - W is an injective linear map and, for i # j, pi,pi map to distinct 
2-planes in W (essentially since o(2) is a sub-functor of the GLz-invariants D(2)). 
Moreover, this decomposition of 4 restricted to D(2) is unique, up to order and the 
relation [PIIE~~~ = [iu’ll~~,~~ if p = p’g, where g E GL2. 
Notation 4.2. For I$ as above, define length &J to be the number of ,LL~ which are 
non-zero in the above decomposition. 
The following lemma is the key to the argument and is an easy exercise in linear 
algebra. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that p, v : F* of W map to distinct 2-planes. There exists CA E 
(A2( W))* such that xA2(p) = 1 : A2(F2) + F, ltlhereas zA*(v) = 0. 
We prove by induction that length 4 = n (for n 2 1) implies that V”-‘(Ker 4) = 0. 
For IZ = 1, this is clear, since I$ is necessarily injective. Now suppose that the assertion 
is true for maps of length less than n, where n 2 2. Consider a map 4 of length n; 
by hypothesis, there exist at least two maps p # v : F* of W which appear in the 
decomposition of 410(~) given above. Thus, one may choose r as in the above Lemma, 
for these maps. Now consider the composite 
On restriction to o(2), this identifies as $ = C (~1,1~n~~~4~fO) hl. Inpaflicuk one has 
1 < length $ < n; hence, by induction, Vne2(Ker $) = 0. 
However, by the definition of $ (for the second inclusion) and the fact that V 
preserves injections (for the first inclusion), one has 
V(Ker 4) of Ker (V4) -, Ker I+!I, 
so that V”-‘(Ker 4) = 0. This completes the inductive step. 
Finally, use the fact that V preserves injections and the existence of the inclusion 
F -+ Ker 4, to conclude that V”-‘F = 0, as required. 0 
Remark 4.4. For the case of L(2), a similar argument works, using the fact that a map 
L(2) + 1, is either injective or zero. Again, one decomposes the associated map 4 
via classes of elements which map to distinct 2-planes. This argument (in even greater 
generality) is given in [ 141. 
5. The structure of F @ A’ and the filtration quotients F,,IF,,_I for L(2) and D(2) 
The structure of the functors T @ nfl is studied in [ 15, 111; this section recalls the 
facts necessary to this paper. Let $, denote the following composite: 
I&J/l” +1@‘4’@ln”-’ +1&J/1”_ 
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induced by the coproduct on A” followed by the product taken in i, via the inclusion 
/i’ L-) 1. This is the unique non-trivial map between 7 @ A’* and 7 @ A”-]. (Here, as 
a convention, one takes A0 = IF.) Now write ;“7-, for the kernel of 4,. The following 
results are proved in [15], using similar techniques to those of this paper. 
-- 
Proposition 5.1. (1) t$,~$,~_, = 0 and the sequence (, -+ 7 ~3 A” -+ li;;,_l is short 
e-x-uct. 
(2) K0 = i has VKO = 0 whereas, for n > 0, Vi?,, = I?,,_,. 
(3) Every proper suh-functor of ??, is jinite. 
(4) A proper sub~~nctor of 7 @ A” is finite unless it contains K,. 
This allows the determination of the filtration quotients for the filtrations of D(2) 
and L(2) which were defined in Section 3. 
Proposition 5.2. (1) F,,B(2)/F,_1-6(2) is a non-trivial quotient of E,,-1. 
(2) F&2) /FH_jL(2) is the quotient of 7 @ A” by a finite functor. 
Proof. To prove the first statement, use induction on n. For n = 1, consider the 
inclusion of functors T” LJ 7 @ A’. This induces an isomorphism when evaluated on 
IF*; hence 7@ .4] has two composition factors of /1 *. It is not difficult to show that the 
factor of A2 in the socle of 7 8 JI’ is sent to zero under N, the GLz-norm map, and 
that the map / 8 A’ + n(2) must be non-trivial. There is a unique non-trivial map 
i Q A’ + 1~) which is zero on the factor of A2 in the socle: this factors through the 
surjection I@ il’ --ft T(= Ko). It follows that the statement holds for it = 1. 
Now, suppose that the result holds for 1 L: II < k and consider the short exact 
sequence 
Fk_!D(2) --+ F$(2) --+ F~~(2)~F~_,~(2). 
Applying V yields a surjection (V’F~@~))/(VF;I-_~@~)) --++ O(F~i5(2)/F~_1~(2)). 
Hence, since VFkD(2) = Fk_,D(2) by Proposition 3.4, the hypothesis shows that 
~(F~~(2)~F~-,~(2)) is a quotient of Ek-2. 
For the purposes of this proof, write WX_ for the quotient F~@2)/Fk_~@Z). By 
construction, Wk is a quotient of 7@ Ak. Suppose that wk were not a quotient of wk-1, 
then Proposition 5.1 shows that wk is a quotient of 7 @ Ak by a finite functor. The 
methods of either [13] or [15] show that Vwk is the quotient of V(7c%nk) = I,@Ak-’ 
by a finite functor. (Essentially, if F -+ G + H is a short exact sequence with F finite, 
then the homology of QF -+ QG --+ QjH is a finite functor.) Now, VWk is a quotient 
of Fk-2 by the inductive ardent above. This provides a contradiction, since Ek-2 
is the quotient of f 88 A”-’ by Kk-,, which is not finite. One concludes that &. is a 
quotient of Zk_. 1. 
It remains to show the non-triviality of Wk = Fk@2)/Fk_1D(2); suppose that 
FkB(2) = Fx-,B(2), then Fx_-IL)(~) = VFkD(2) = VFn._,D(2) = Fn-_2B(2>; this 
would imply that Fk_lD(2) = Fk_$(2), which is not true, by induction. 
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The second statement of the proposition follows from the first: 
Write F,, for the image of the map i IS P,, --) A2(?). It is easy to see that the quotient 
map i @ A’ + F,,/F,_, has finite kernel. Moreover, it is the sum of the corresponding 
maps: 
F$(2)/F,_,D(2) +- 7 18 A” + F,&(2) /F,_,L(2) . 
Since the map ? @ An --f F,D(2)/F,_,D(2) does not have finite kernel, it follows that 
the other map must have finite kernel, proving the result. q 
Remark 5.3. It should be noted that Proposition 5.1(3) implies immediately that the 
functors ??n are simple Artinian of type one. It follows that the functors i@P,, F,J(2) 
and F$(2) are all Artinian of type one. 
6. Technical results 
The proof of the theorem relies on comparing the filtrations F,$(2),F,L(2) with 
the relevant filtrations of o(2) and L(2) which are defined by a notion of O-nilpotence. 
(I do not make these filtrations explicit in this paper; a discussion is included in [ 131). 
This is approached in a slightly ad hoc fashion, by considering functors which admit 
finite filtrations of which the quotients are non-trivial quotients of functors 77,. The 
arguments rely on the results below: 
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that F is a jinite finctor and that n is an integer. There 
exists an integer k such that, if H E 9 has H(Ek) = 0, then Extly’,(H, F) = 0. 
This is a special case of [2, Proposition 10.11 (written in a slightly obscure way). 
The following result was first proved by Vincent Franjou and then by Lionel Schwartz. 
Theorem 6.2. If F is a jinite functor, then Ext’$(?,F) = 0, jbr all n 2 0, 
Only the case of n = 1,2 is required for this paper; a proof of the general result is 
given as Theorem A.1 in an appendix. 
Finally, one uses the adjunction between A and - @i; these are both exact functors, 
so that there is a natural isomorphism 
Ext,;(F, G @ i) 2 Ext,;( AF, G) 
for any functors F, G E 9. 
Notation 6.3. (1) If H E ,p is a functor, write c(H) for the least integer c such that 
H([F”) # 0. 
(2) Write k,, to indicate any non-trivial quotient of ??,,; this is necessarily a quotient 
by a finite functor. 
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Lemma 6.4. Suppose that n is a jxed integer and that H E P denotes an arbitrary 
jinite functor. 
(1) Ext’&(H,7@Ak) = Ofor c(H)$O. 
(2) Ext’$(H,Kk) = 0 for c(H)$O. 
(3) Ext>(H,Kk) = 0 for c(H)$O. 
Proof (Sketch). The first statement is reduced to Proposition 6.1 by an adjunction 
argument using - @ 7 and the fact that c(dH) = c(H) - 1. The second follows by 
induction on k, by use of the long exact sequence for Ext associated to the short exact 
sequences Kx- + 7 8 Ak + K&l. (The case k = 0 follows since 7 is injective in -9). 
Finally, the last statement follows from the second, again using Proposition 6. I. 0 
This is used to consider functors with finite filtrations as indicated below: 
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that G E P admits a finite jiltration: 
where Gn/Gn_l Z I?Q,,), for some k(n). Then: 
(I ) G has finite socle. 
(2) !f’H is a finite functor with c(H)gO, then Ext,k(H,G) = 0 
Proof (Sketch). The first statement is proved by induction, using the fact that each l?k 
has finite socle; which follows, in turn, from the property that every proper sub-functor 
of I?k is finite. The second statement again uses induction on the length of the filtration 
and the result of Lemma 6.4. 0 
Corollary 6.6. The functors 0(2)/F,,D(2) and L(2)/F,L(2) have finite socles, jtir 
any n. 
Proof (For D(2), the case of L(2) is similar). o(2) has finite socle; if H is a finite 
functor, the exact sequence 
Hom,p(H,-d(2)) + HomF(H,B(2)/F,D(2)) + Ext’,(H,F,D(2)) 
shows that Hom,+(H,@2)/F,D(2)) is zero for c(H) ti 0. This is sufficient to prove that 
0(2)/F,z5(2) has finite socle, since o(2) has only finitely many composition factors S 
such that S(E’) # 0, for any C. This, in turn, may be seen since o(2) is a sub-functor 
of Iv2 > which is a functor which takes finite-dimensional values. 0 
6.1. On mups i + D(2)/F$(2), for t > 1 
For notational simplicity, write Ql := D(2)/F,D(2). 
Proposition 6.7. Horn,,-(7, Qt) = 0 for t > 1. 
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Proof. For t 2 1, the Ext long exact sequence gives an exact sequence 
0 + Horn,-(f, @) + Ext,k(?,F,D(2)) + Ext.&(Z,D(2)). 
_- 
The zero follows by the observation that Horn.,-(?,F$(2)) -+ Hom,q(Z,D(2)) is an iso- 
morphism, as soon as t > 1. Hence, it suffices to prove that the map Ext,k(r,F,D(2)) ---f 
Ext!&Z,D(2)) is injective, for t > 1. 0 
Lemma 6.8. 
Ext,l,(l,K,) = E, 
n = 1, 
o 
. otherwise. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, one may show that it suffices to prove this result for K,. 
This result follows by studying the long exact sequence associated to the short exact 
sequence K,, + 7 @ A” --t K,_ I : 
Horn,,-(Z, K,,_I ) + Ext,k(Z, K,) + Ext,$(Z,Z @ A”). 
The term on the right-hand side is zero, by application of the adjunction for - @Z and 
-- -- 
Theorem 6.2. Now Horn,-(I, K,_l ) is trivial, unless n = 1, when the map Hom,p(Z,I 8 
-- 
An) --f Homp(Z,K,_I) is trivial. The result follows. 0 
This result, together with the long exact sequence associated to the short exact 
sequences Fk_tD(2) + Fko(2) + FkD(2)/Fk-1@2), shows that: 
Lemma 6.9. (1) Ext.&(?, FlD(2)) = 0. 
(2) Ext&(T,F,D(2)) C [F for ull t 2 2. 
Moreover, the factorization of the defining inclusions, F,D(2) c--t F,+,D(2) pi n(2), 
yields a commutative diagram 
Ext# F,D(2)) --t Ext,&(T,F,+,D(2)) 
-- 
Ext&(Z, D(2)). 
Hence, it suffices to show that the map Ext$(T,Fzo(2)) + Ext$(Z,D(2)) is injective. 
This may be done by exhibiting representative extensions; the extension of F20(2) 
by 7 is represented by a sub-functor of Z(2), as follows. A2 is in the socle of 7 @ A’; 
thus, there exists an extension of the map A2 ~--i ZC2) to a map f : 7 @ A' -+ 1~1, by 
injectivity. This map cannot factor through 7~3 A ’ + 7 and therefore has finite kernel, 
by Proposition 5.1. (The experts will calculate readily that the kernel has composition 
factors FQJ),A~.) There is a unique map from K, to Z(2), since K1 has a single 
composition factor of A2. Hence f/E, is this unique map. 
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Let E denote the image of the map 7 @ (7 @ A’) --) Z(2), which is the sum of the 
map f above and the unique non-trivial map 7 4 Z(2). E is uniquely determined by 
this description; moreover the surjection f 8 A’ ++ 7 passes to a surjection E + 1. It 
may be shown that E represents an extension of F20(2) by 7, since FzD(2) may be 
identified with the image of the map I$ KI + Ztz), which is the sum of the unique 
non-trivial maps. 
The pushout diagram of extensions: 
F2D(2) ---f E + 1 
1 L II 
D(2) +617 
corresponds to the map Ext,&(?,F2@2)) + Ext,&(Z,ZI(2)). Since the bottom row does 
not split, it follows that this map is injective, as required. 
6.2. On mups 7 --f L(2)/F,L(2) for t > 0 
It is possible to prove the corresponding result, relating to the filtration of L(2): 
Proposition 6.10. Horn,,-(7, L(2)/F,L(2) ) = 0 for t > 0 
This proof is actually simpler than the corresponding result for o(2); the induction 
may be achieved directly by using the lemma: 
Lemma 6.11. If K is a quotient of i @ An by a jinite jimctor, with n > 1, then 
Ext.&(?, K) = 0. 
7. Proof of the Theorem 
The inductive step of the proof is achieved by using the technical results of the 
previous section and the following important result, Proposition 7.4, which explains 
the relevance of the technicalities. This requires the following lemmas: 
Lemma 7.1. If S is a simple functor and v7s = 0, then S is an exterior power. 
Proof (Sketch). (A straightforward approach using a description of the simple functors 
is given in [13]). Here one appeals to the usual notion of polynomial degree for 
functors; see, for example, [7]. 
The result can be derived from the following fact: if S is a simple fimctor which 
is not isomorphic to an exterior power, then dS decomposes as a direct sum T @ G, 
where 7’ is a non-zero simple functor and the polynomial degree of T is strictly less 
than (polynomial degree(S) - 1). (This result may be found in [12].) 
The map T + AS is adjoint to a surjection T 8 DZ --j S. For reasons of polynomial 
degree, this map factors through the surjection T @ DZ + T ~8 DP, for some minimal 
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n which is greater thun one. Thus, the map factors as T of [p,,A]S but not through 
[pn_J]S G [p,ii]S. Hence, since n > 1, this shows that [pid”]S # d”S, as required. 
0 
Lemma 7.2 (Franjou [l]). Suppose that m, n > 0; then 
Ext,&l”, A”) ” F, 
if Irn - nl = 1, 
0, otherwise. 
There is a non-trivial extension A”’ + G(m) --f nm+’ for m 2 1, which occurs as a 
sub-quotient of 7. The fimctor G(m) is the unique such extension, by the above re- 
sult. The dual extension is obtained by applying the functor D and using the fact 
that the simple functors are self-dual. This extension will be written as AM+’ + 
E(m) --f Am. 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose thut m > 1, then bE(m) ” Am-‘. 
Proof (Sketch). (An alternative inductive proof is given in [13].) When m = 1, E( 1) 
is the second symmetric power 5’2; it is a good exercise to calculate that 93s~ 2 [F. 
For m > 1, it is sufficient to show that [pld”]E(m) y jE(m) ” E(m) CB E(m - 1). 
This, in turn, is equivalent to showing that Hom,F(E(m - l), [plA]E(m)) = 0. Using 
the adjunction which defines [p, 21, this is reduced to showing that Hom,F(E(m - l)@ 
A’,E(m)) = 0, since DP, = [F @I A’ and Hom,&E(m - l),E(m)) = 0. However, this 
fact was proved in [ 151, thus completing the proof. 0 
Proposition 7.4. Suppose that G is an analytic functor and that QG = 0. Then G is 
jinite if and only if’ the socle of G is jinite and HomF(?, G) = 0. 
Proof. Since 7 is uniserial and infinite, the forward implication is clear. It remains to 
prove the converse. 
Suppose that QG = 0, then it follows from Lemma 7.1 that every composition factor 
of G is an exterior power, since b preserves injections and surjections. Lemmas 7.2 
and 7.3 then show that the possible sub-quotients of G are limited. 
The proof is by an induction upon the number s of composition factors in the socle 
of G, using the hypothesis that the socle of G is finite. For the case s = 1 (so that G 
has simple socle, which is an exterior power), suppose that G is infinite; I claim that 
the socle series of G is given by soc,G = Pa+,,/PO, where sot G ” Aa+’ for some 
a > 0. The claim holds for n = 1, for trivial reasons, so one performs an induction 
upon n. 
By Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, it follows that soc,+~/soc,,G is a finite direct sum of 
Aa+nf”s. It is sufficient to show that Ext&(A”+“+‘, P&P,) ” [F, when the unique 
possible extension is represented by the functor Pa+,+l/Pa. 
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Use the long exact sequence in Ext associated to the short exact sequence P, + 
P uin + Pa+JPu. This gives an exact sequence: 
Ext,&(/ln+n+‘, P,) i Ext.&4a+n+‘, Pa+,,) 
+ Ext.&(/j”+n+‘, P,+,/Pa) --t Ext$(ila+n+‘, Pa). 
The first term is zero by applying Lemma 7.1. I claim that Ext$(/la+n+‘, P,) = 0; this 
follows from Corollary 2.2.3 of [l], which shows that Ext?,(n”, Ah) = 0, if a - b > 2. 
Namely, one considers the Ext sequences associated to the short exact sequences 
P,-I + Pt ---i A’, for t 5 a; these show that Ext$(/i”+“+‘,Pt) = 0 for t < a, 
since n > 2. 
Therefore, one concludes that Ext$(/la+n+‘,P,+,) ” Ext$(ila’n+‘,Pa+nJPa), for 
n 2 2, which is sufficient to establish the inductive step, so that soc,,+iG 2 P,+,+1/P,. 
It follows that G ” Z/P,, whence Horn,-(7, G) g [F, proving the result for s = 1. 
For the inductive step (using s), suppose that the result is true for s < t and suppose 
that sot G has t composition factors. There exists a short exact sequence K + G + G’, 
with sot G’ simple and sot K having (t - 1) factors. (Such a sequence may be obtained 
by using injectives in Y to extend a suitable map defined on the socle of G). 
Now, Hom,r(?,K) = 0, since Hom,F(T,G) = 0 by hypothesis; moreover, QK = 0, 
since V preserves injections. Therefore, the induction on s implies that K is a finite 
functor. Consider the associated Ext long exact sequence: 
0 + Horn,,-(7, K) + Hom,&r, G) ---f Horn.,-(7, G’) + Ext.&(?, K) + . 
Since K is finite, Hom,p(f, K) = 0; moreover, Theorem A. 1 shows that Extk(?, K) = 0. 
This shows that Horn,-(7, G’) ” Horn,,-(1, G) = 0; also one has VG’ = 0, since V 
preserves surjections. It follows that G’ is finite, since it satisfies the hypotheses of 
Proposition 7.4, having a simple socle. Thus, G is finite, which completes the inductive 
step and hence the proof of Proposition 7.4. 0 
This result allows the comparison of the filtrations referred to at the beginning of 
Section 6. 
Proposition 7.5. Suppose that F -S n(2) hus V’F = 0, then there exists an integer 
N so that F - F~o(2). 
Proof. The proof is by induction upon n 2 0. If n = 0, then the hypothesis states 
that F = 0, so that the result holds for trivial reasons. For n = 1, one uses the details 
required for the proof of Proposition 7.4; F has QF = VF = 0, and has finite socle 
A*. Thus, either F is finite or it is isomorphic to T/n’. The latter functor embeds in 
o(2) and is isomorphic to FiD(2). 
Now suppose that the result is true for 0 < k < n and consider a fimctor F - 
o(2) with V”F = 0. Applying V yields an inclusion VF + VD(2) ?Z o(2), where 
V"- ’ (VF) = 0. Hence, by induction, there is an integer M so that F pi FM0(2). 
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Now, form the inclusion of short exact sequences: 
K c, F at G 
1 1 I 
F.M+I~(~) of o(2) - D(2)/F~4+1~(2), 
by taking G to be the image of the map F q D(2) + 0(2)/F~+i0(2). 
By choice of M, the composite V(F + o(2) + 0(2)/F~+10(2)) is zero, since 
the map V(D(2) + 0(2)/F~+i0(2)) factors through the natural surjection o(2) + 
0(2)/F~@2); it follows that VG = 9G = 0. Moreover, G has finite socle by Corol- 
lary 6.6 and Hom,F(?,G) = 0 by Proposition 6.7. Therefore, one may apply Proposi- 
tion 7.4, which shows that G is a finite functor. 
It is clear from the definition of F,D(2), that 0(2)/F,vo(2)(IFN) = 0, for any N > 1. 
In particular, choosing N large enough so that all the composition factors of G are 
non-zero when evaluated on IFN (this is possible since G is finite), conclude that F Q 
F,v@2). This completes the inductive step and hence the proof. 0 
A similar argument gives the analogous result for L(2): 
Proposition 7.6. Suppose thut F -+ L(2) has VF = 0; there exists an integer N so 
that F + F,,,L(2) 
These propositions suffice to prove the Theorem. 
Theorem 7.7 (Theorem 2). The jiinctors D(2) and L(2) ure simple Artinian of type 
two. 
Proof. Suppose that F q o(2) is a proper sub-functor. By Theorem 4.1, there exists 
an integer n such that V”F = 0. Hence, F of F~o(2) for some finite N. The latter 
functor is Artinian of type one, by Remark 5.3, so that F is Artinian of type one. It 
follows that n(2) is simple Artinian of type two. 
An identical argument works for L(2). 0 
Appendix (due to Lionel Schwartz) 
This appendix proves the following result: 
Theorem A.l. Suppose that F E B is u ,jinite finctor. Then 
Ext*,(?,F) = 0. 
The key step in the proof of the theorem is the following: 
Proposition A.2. Suppose that Ext$(?, F) = 0 for all jinite jiunctors F E P and 
k < n. Then Ext”,(T,/i’) = 0. 
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This is applied through use of the lemma, in which Td denotes the dth tensor power: 
Lemma A.3. Suppose that Ext>(?,/1l) = 0 for k < n, then Ext’&(T, Td) = 0. 
Proof. Let F-n denote the category of n-functors &T” + 8. There is a functor II,! : 
8’;” + f,, (VI,..., V,,) H (VI CB . @ V,); let q : F x .F + F* denote the exterior 
tensor product: FlXlG( V, W) = F(V) @ G(W). As in the proof of [2, Lemma 0.41, 
there is a natural isomorphism 
Ex+(F, G, 1% . ..~GG.)“Ext~,(Fon,,G,Ixl...rxlG,). 
(A word of warning: in [2], I denotes the functor A’.) There is an isomorphism in 9”: 
IolII,=I q U; this, together with the isomorphism above and the Kiinneth isomorphism 
gives 
Ext’$(l, Td) ” {Ext’,(Z, ,‘)‘d}n. 
This proves the result, since I = 7 @ [F and [F is projective in 9? Cl 
Proof of the theorem (assuming the proposition). The proof is by induction on the 
polynomial degree of the composition factors: if S is a simple functor, there exists a 
unique integer d so that S embeds in the dth tensor power Td. This is defined to be 
the polynomial degree of S; a finite functor F is said to have polynomial degree 5 d 
if every composition factor of F has polynomial degree < d. Td is a finite functor of 
polynomial degree < d. (For the usual definition of polynomial functors, see [7, 161). 
One uses induction. 
Hypothesis stage n: Suppose that Extk(?,F) = 0 for all k I: n and all finite 
functors F. 
The case n = 0 is immediate, since 1 is uniserial. 
For the inductive step, with n > 0 suppose that S is a simple functor; thus S q T“ 
for some d. Consider the short exact sequence S + Td + Q; this induces an exact 
sequence 
Ext’$(?,Q) + Extg’(I,S) + Ext”,+‘(?, Td); 
Ext’&(?,Q) is zero, by the induction hypothesis. Also, the Proposition may be ap- 
plied together with the lemma to conclude that Ext’$-‘(?, Td) = 0. It follows that 
Ex$‘(?,S) = 0. To complete the inductive step, use induction on the length of the 
composition series of finite functors. The case above is the initial step and the induc- 
tion is achieved by using the long exact sequence for Ext associated to non-trivial 
decompositions of finite functors. This proves that ExtF’(?,F) = 0, for any finite F, 
completing the inductive step and, hence, the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of the proposition Let Y(V) denote the kernel of the augmentation ideal [F[ V] + 
iF, where IF[V] is regarded as the group ring on V. The homology of the standard 
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complex: 
is isomorphic to Tor, ( , , “‘] F F) which is the algebra r( I’) of divided powers on V. 
Substituting V* for V and dualizing, one has Y( V*)* z T(V); thus, the correspond- 
ing complex 7(V).: 
has cohomology S*(V), the symmetric algebra on V. 
Consider the complex Hom~F(Z,I’); by adjunction, one has Hom,F(?,?) 2 Horn,- 
(dk7, E) 2 [F. Let $k : 7 4 I -@’ denote the unique non-trivial map; in particular, 
-@k 
$ = $2 is the coproduct map 7 4 7 @ 7. Since A’ is a composition factor of sot 1 
if and only if n = k (by an adjunction argument) one has that ker $ = A’. Now 
-@k 
consider the composite F o $k , where F : I + I -@k” is obtained by applying $ 
to any of the tensor factors of I -‘k. The kernel of F is isomorphic (up to change 
-@k-I 
of order of the tensor factors) to I @ A’; this does not contain the image of 
&, since Hom,-(?,TBk-’ ~3 il’) = 0 (again, by an adjunction argument). It follows 
that F o $k ” $,,+I, for any such F. Studying the maps which occur in the complex 
- -. 
Horn,-(Z,Z ), which are sums of composites of the above form, one concludes by a 
- -. 
parity argument that the complex Hom&l,Z ) is acyclic. 
There are hypercohomology spectral sequences converging to Ext(l,l 
. 
); recall the 
construction (a brief introduction to these techniques is given in [2, Section 51). 
Suppose that %? is an Abelian category with enough injectives and that C’ is a 
cochain complex in V; there exists an (augmented) injective resolution C’ of X’,* for 
which, in addition, the cocycles, coboundaries and cohomology of X*,4 with respect 
to the differential of bidegree (1,0) are also injective resolutions. For A E %, this 
yields a first quadrant bi-complex: Hom(A,X’,*). Filtering by the first degree gives 
a spectral sequence E( 1 )* with &-page E( 1);’ % Ext’(A, C’); filtering by the second 
degree yields a spectral sequence E(2),, with EZ-page E(2);’ ” Ext’(A,HS(C*)). The 
differential of the rth-page of the respective spectral sequences is of bidegree (Y, 1 - v) 
for E( 1) and (1 - Y, Y) for E(2). (Warning: [2] gives a non-standard indexing.) These 
two spectral sequences converge to a common value, usually denoted by Ext (A, C). 
In this case, the E2-pages of the corresponding spectral sequences are 
E(l);‘= 0, 
E(2);’ = Ext>(T,Y), 
where the triviality of the first spectral sequence follows from the discussion above. 
The inductive hypothesis implies that the E2-page of the second spectral sequence 
has the following form, observing that S’ = .4’: 
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Non-zero terms 
Ext.; 
H0rn.F 
I In’ s2 . . . s 
An element in bidegree (1, n) would survive the spectral sequence, since this is the sec- 
ond page and the differentials have bi-degree (1 -Y, r). The spectral sequence converges 
to zero, so that Ext$(?,n’) = 0, as required. 0 
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